Abstract—Pedestrians and vehicles often share the road in complex inner city traffic. This leads to interactions between the vehicle and pedestrians, with each affecting the other’s motion. In order to create robust methods to reason about pedestrian behavior and to design interfaces of communication between self-driving cars and pedestrians we need to better understand such interactions. In this paper, we present a data-driven approach to implicitly model pedestrians’ interactions with vehicles, to better predict pedestrian behavior. We propose a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) model that takes as input the past trajectories of the pedestrian and ego-vehicle, and pedestrian head orientation, and predicts the future positions of the pedestrian. Our experiments based on a real-world, inner city dataset captured with vehicle mounted cameras, show that the usage of such cues improve pedestrian prediction when compared to a baseline that purely uses the past trajectory of the pedestrian.

I. INTRODUCTION

The number of fatalities in traffic accidents is currently a major concern in several countries, as stated by the World Health Organization (WHO) [1]. Most of these accidents are caused by human error. Autonomous vehicles arise as a possible solution to this problem. However, in order to safely and efficiently navigate through inner-city traffic, autonomous vehicles need to predict the intent and motion of surrounding agents. Of particular importance are vulnerable road users such as pedestrians and bicyclists, since their motion is less constrained compared to vehicles, and the slightest collision could prove fatal.

Pedestrians’ intention estimation is the main requirement for safe autonomous navigation. Nowadays pedestrians use eye contact (and possibly gestures) to interact with human drivers as they feel safer to cross the street when the driver sees them.

The car/pedestrian actions are constantly being affected by each other, i.e. a pedestrian may decide to cross a street because he noticed a car speed decrease, and a driver might decide to increase his car speed given he observed the pedestrian is stopping. Pedestrians may also use a gesture to indicate an emergency situation that requires driver’s attention. In this context, we are interested in investigating those (and possible others) types of interactions between people and vehicles, from the perception, decision making and interface perspectives.

Pedestrian-vehicle interfaces, especially in the absence of traffic lights, pose a challenging scenario for autonomous vehicles. Here, both the pedestrian and the vehicle must establish the right of way by predicting each other’s intent, while actively communicating their own, through eye contact, gestures or subtle changes in motion. Figure 1 shows an example of such interaction between two pedestrians and the ego-vehicle. We note that the pedestrians make eye-contact and gesture, while moving towards the road from the side-walk. At the same time, the vehicle slows down, effectively signaling that it is safe to cross the road.
approaches for pedestrian behavior prediction, that implicitly learn the interaction between the pedestrian and the ego-vehicle. In particular, our contributions are twofold:

1) We propose an LSTM model for pedestrian trajectory prediction that jointly models the motion of the pedestrian based on their past trajectory, the motion of the ego-vehicle based on its past trajectory, and the pedestrian’s awareness, based on their head pose.

2) We evaluate our model using a real world dataset captured using a vehicle mounted camera, involving inner city traffic and unsignalized pedestrian-vehicle interfaces. Our experiments show that jointly modeling the pedestrian’s motion and head pose with the ego-vehicle motion leads to lower prediction error, compared to using purely the pedestrian’s past trajectory.

II. RELATED WORK

**Pedestrian-vehicle interaction:** Interactions among traffic agents have been explored in prior work by means of explicit communication between pedestrians and drivers [2], pedestrians and cars [3–5], implicit communication [6], crosswalks scenarios [7], [8], through the usage of gestures [9], and by analyzing interactions with objects that may interfere with pedestrian awareness of the environment [10]. Recent work presented by Rasouli and Tsotsos [11] summarized pedestrian behavior studies, discussing interactions between pedestrians and autonomous vehicles, and also presented factors that pedestrians take into consideration when crossing streets. Pillai et al. [12] used Virtual Reality (VR) to insert pedestrians in virtual environments. The focus of the study was to estimate the pedestrians’ acceptance of autonomous cars. Rothenbühler et al. [3] used a Wizard of Oz approach to analyze the interactions between pedestrians and autonomous cars, where the driver camouflaged themselves to blend in with the seat, simulating the appearance of autonomous vehicles.

**Pedestrian trajectory prediction:** Pedestrian trajectory prediction has been extensively addressed in prior research. A detailed review can be found in [13]. A majority of proposed models [14]–[26] have been evaluated using datasets captured with static cameras, mounted on infrastructure or drones. Since the camera can be treated as a passive observer in these cases, the focus of proposed models has been modeling social (pedestrian-pedestrian) interactions [14], [16], [17], [19], [20], [23], [25], [26], interactions between scene elements and pedestrians [15], [17]–[19], [21], [24] or more recently interactions in mixed traffic involving pedestrians and vehicles [22]. Contrary to these approaches, we consider pedestrians observed using vehicle mounted cameras. Thus, the observed trajectories are strongly affected by the ego-vehicle motion. Additionally, the first person perspective allows for a finer-grained analysis of pedestrian activity, including pedestrian gaze or gestures.

More closely related to our work are approaches that use vehicle mounted cameras and use information of pedestrian dynamics coupled with the pedestrian’s awareness [27]–[32]. However, they are usually focused on specific scenarios as

III. MOTIVATION

Autonomous cars must detect pedestrians and discover if they are trying to cross a road, or if they are just standing or moving along the sidewalk. When the car detects that the pedestrian has the intention to cross the street, the car must inform to him that it is possible to do so. Here we can see basically three problems: detecting the pedestrians, predicting their movements and building an efficient interface of communication with them. In this work we focus on the second problem that is the prediction of pedestrian behavior.

In this work we study the influence of ego vehicle dynamics in pedestrian motion, and how both affect themselves when making decisions on crossing streets. As suggested by prior work that pedestrians seek eye contact before crossing a street [33], we have also incorporated pedestrian head orientation to see in a data-driven approach if such cues interferes with pedestrian future trajectory.

There is an implicit type of communication between cars and pedestrians which has not been extensively studied as pedestrians strongly rely on cues given by cars in order to make decisions when walking on streets. Nowadays, when pedestrians want to cross a street, they stare at the vehicle’s conductor to be sure that they have been seen. If the answer is positive; they feel confident to cross the street.

At every moment cars and pedestrians are making new decisions regarding all the information being updated due to changes in the environment. Pedestrians may decide to not cross a street because the street is too large, or due to a car that is approaching at high speed, or because all other pedestrians are waiting. But given only one action all other agents may update their behavior and perform another action, e.g., when a pedestrian steps to cross a street and suddenly all other pedestrians follow him, or if a car starts to decrease speed and all pedestrians waiting are encouraged to cross. This basically means that the actions of different agents are somehow correlated and should be used in order to predict each agent future action. One of those interactions happens between cars and pedestrians by means of their motion.

IV. METHOD

We encoded pedestrian and ego-vehicle data in an Encoder/Decoder network based on the work of [34]. The network comprises an encoder-decoder architecture based on LSTM blocks. As we focused on the interaction between ego-vehicle and pedestrian we did not use the social pooling layer presented on the original paper. The model encodes pedestrian positions, head orientation and ego-vehicle locations in LSTM encoders, concatenating the outputs and using them as input to an LSTM decoder that outputs pedestrian future positions, as depicted in Fig. The input of the
network was one second of information with intervals of 0.2 seconds, $\Delta t$.

$$X = [x^{t-4\Delta t}, ..., x^{t-\Delta t}, x^t]$$

Each position value used as input was an x-y coordinate in the pedestrian at $t$ position frame of reference

$$x^t = [x^t_{pos}, y^t_{pos}]$$

The output of this network is 2 seconds of pedestrian future positions (x and y) also with the same interval $\Delta t$ of time.

$$Y = [x^{t+\Delta t}, x^{t+2\Delta t}, ..., x^{t+10\Delta t}]$$

As $X$ inputs we used pedestrian and ego-vehicle positions ($X_{ped}$ and $X_{ego}$). We also used as input the head orientation of the pedestrian.

$$\Theta_{ped} = [\theta^{t-4\Delta t}_{ped}, ..., \theta^{t-\Delta t}_{ped}, \theta^t_{ped}]$$

The model was implemented using PyTorch [35] and we followed PyTorch recommendations available in: [36] to get reproducible results and we maintained the same random initialization of the weights for all the experiments, as the data was not big enough the random initialization of the weights caused small variations on the output. We have also used Adam [37] as optimizer and Mean Squared Error as loss function.

V. Experiments

In order to understand better such interactions between pedestrians and cars we used the data provided in [38] that contains realistic inner-city scenarios with data collected by a moving vehicle. The pedestrians were manually annotated in all sequences, and their trajectories were optimized from stereo imaging using a constant velocity model. The dataset contains Ground Truth (GT) labels for pedestrians’ positions, head orientation and occlusion information. A human annotator watched the videos from the dataset and labeled all the sequences where the pedestrian intended to walk through the ego-vehicle lane. From those sequences we analyzed interactions based on the pedestrian and car dynamics, and pedestrian awareness (and possible eye contact) estimated by head orientation. As the dataset did not comprise images from the driver (inside car images) we were restricted to analyze the visual interactions by the pedestrian side.

After labelling the sequences in which the pedestrians intend to cross the ego-vehicle lane, we split the sequences into validation, test and train. For train and validation sequences we also used sequences from the dataset where the pedestrians were not intending to cross the street. We subdivided the sequences using a fixed length and a frame rate of 5Hz, i.e. 0.2 second interval between each input, (the original frame rate of the dataset in [38] was 10Hz). In order to augment the data we used a sliding window of 1 time step (varying 0.1 seconds). We used a total of trajectories of 8941 for train, 3652 for validation and 834 for test. We used a frame of reference with the origin fixed at the time $t$ of pedestrian being predicted.

In Fig. 3 we present three scenarios found in the data. The first one (Fig. 3(a)) the pedestrian decrease his own speed and seek for eye contact with the driver, the driver then decided to decrease the ego-vehicle speed, thus encouraging the pedestrian to cross. The graphs in Fig 3(d) display such behavior through the collected data, i.e. in first graph between $T = 20$ and $T = 50$ the driver decreases the car’s speed and the pedestrian increases his own speed, therefore crossing the street. The second scenario (Fig. 3(b)) the opposite happens, the car did not stop so the pedestrian is forced to stop at the curb. This two scenarios display cases where the ego-vehicle and pedestrian decisions/actions are affected by each other. On the first scenario the pedestrian is encouraged to cross and on the second the pedestrian is forced to stop. This supports the importance of studying such interactions and how they affect decision. The third figure (Fig. 3(c)) displays a scenario where the ego-vehicle and pedestrian do not affect each other’s decisions. In such
(a) Pedestrian (red bounding box) seeks eye contact with the driver, driver stops and the pedestrian crosses the street. Exemplification of a scenario where pedestrian and vehicle affected each other’s actions.

(b) Pedestrian (red bounding box) walks in direction of the ego-lane, driver does not stop, and the pedestrian stops to avoid a collision with the ego-vehicle. Exemplification of a scenario where pedestrian and vehicle affected each other’s actions.

(c) Pedestrian (red bounding box) crosses the street with near constant speed, and ego-vehicle keeps near constant speed. Exemplification of a scenario where pedestrian and vehicle did not affect each other’s actions, probably because of the high distance.

(d) Pedestrian keeps eye contact with the driver (third graph), ego-vehicle (green line) decreases its own speed and pedestrian (red line) increases his speed (first graph).

(e) The ego-vehicle speed (green line) keeps near constant whether pedestrian speed (red line) decreases until reaching zero (first graph).

(f) Pedestrian and ego-vehicle are at a considerable distance and both keep constant velocity (first graph). We noticed that in such scenarios their decisions tend to not have much impact in each other’s decisions.

Fig. 3. Each column represents an example of different types of interactions between pedestrian and ego-vehicle. First and second columns exemplify scenarios where pedestrian and ego-vehicle affect each other’s decisions. The third scenario both agents have not strongly affected each other’s actions.

In each column the first image is the scenario with the pedestrian highlighted in a red bounding box, the three graphs behind each scenario represent pedestrian and ego-vehicle velocities, the distance between pedestrian and ego-vehicle, and the time-steps in which pedestrian looks at the ego-vehicle direction (1 = pedestrian sees vehicle, 0 = pedestrian does not see vehicle).

On the table [I] we present the RMSE loss comparison among the different experiments:

- **Baseline**: Pedestrian past trajectory
- **Method 1**: Pedestrian and ego-vehicle past trajectories
- **Method 2**: Pedestrian and ego-vehicle past trajectories and pedestrian head orientation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>input</th>
<th>RMSE (meters)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method 1</td>
<td>0.443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method 2</td>
<td>0.427</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dealing only with scenarios where the pedestrian intended to walk though ego-lane decreased considerably the amount of data. We believe with more data the network would learn to rely more on such patterns of interactions. We could also notice that some pedestrians that were unaware of the ego-vehicle were exhibiting a follow-me behavior, i.e. relying in the perception of a "leader".

VI. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper provided an analysis of pedestrian and driver interactions through dynamics and awareness using naturalistic data (i.e. real inner-city data where the pedestrians are not actors performing pre-defined actions). It was possible to observe that pedestrians decisions are affected by other agents. As our data only covered the ego-vehicle and pedestrians, we...
(a) Model using only pedestrian past positions (blue) RMSE = 0.58. Model using pedestrian and ego-vehicle past positions (red) RMSE=0.38

(b) Model using only pedestrian past positions (blue) RMSE = 0.81. Model using pedestrian and ego-vehicle past positions, and pedestrian head orientation (red) RMSE=0.50.

Fig. 4. Comparison between the model that uses only pedestrian positions (blue circles) and the model that uses also ego-vehicle positions and pedestrian head orientation (red circles), yellow circles represents GT pedestrian position. BEV map white color represents sidewalk and black represent the street. It is possible to see that the output given by the model that takes into consideration head and ego-vehicle information got closer to the GT positions. This visual understanding is also reflected in the RMSE values (fig. 5).

Fig. 5. RMSE comparison between baseline and proposed approach.

Future work will focus on incorporating information from other agents, environment, and different pedestrian types. We also would like to model pedestrian future trajectories in a spatial compliance with scene as the pedestrian future trajectory is bounded by static objects (buildings) and different types of surfaces, i.e. pedestrians may give preference to sidewalk over street.

Pedestrians and drivers are constantly interacting, algorithms that predict pedestrian future positions or actions should take into consideration ego-vehicle motion data as pedestrians take decisions using such information. Current available datasets usually have data collected with a car driven by a human, such interactions going on between pedestrians and the drivers should also be stored and used to improve robustness of current methods for pedestrian path prediction, as a head yielding preference might be a strong cue that is not captured by outside sensors.

Likewise, self-driving cars should be able to incorporate behaviors that are used by cars nowadays on the streets. Beyond gestures and eye-contact, patterns of motion of both agents are key aspects that interferes in other agents behaviors on streets.

The human/machine interface between autonomous cars and pedestrians is also something that will interfere with pedestrians behavior in the future. Such interfaces should be adaptable to the different types of pedestrians moving around on cities. The way the car will communicate is also very dependent on whom it is interacting with. Most of the conceptual projects proposed by automotive companies and some academic researches focus on the autonomous car displaying messages. However, this communication should also be able to adapt to the needs of the pedestrian.
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